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P. Vértes: Calculation of transmission and other Junctionals from evaluated data in ENDF format 
by moans of personal computers KFKI 1991 10/G 

ABSTRACT 

On the basis of program system FEDMIX [1] written for mainframe computers, a program 
package «or personal computers has been developed for the interpretation of neutron 
transmission experiments and for producing groupaveraged infinite diluted and self shielded 
cross sections outgoing from evaluated neutron data in ENDF format The package is elaborated 
for different FORTRAN compilers existing on personal computers undor MS DOS 

П.Вертеш: Расчет пропускания и других функционалов из оцененных данных формата 
ENDF с помощью персональных компьютеров. KFK1-1991 -10/G 

АННОТАЦИЯ 

На основе программы FEDMIX [11, которая была написана для большой ЭВМ, раз
работан программный пакет для персональных компьютеров, предназначенный для ин
терпретации экспериментов по нейтронному пропусканию и расчета среднегрупповых 
сечений, используя оцененные нейтронные данные в формате ENDF. Программный пакет 
может использоваться с разными трансляторами ФОРТРАН-77, работающими под управ
лением MS-DOS. 

Vértes Р.: Neutronáthatolás és egyéb funkcionálok számítása ENDF formátumú evaluált 
adatokból, személyi számítógéppel KFKI 1991 10/G 

KIVONAT 
A nagy számítógépekre készült FEDMIX [1) programrendszer alapján személyi 

számítógépen használható programcsomagot fejlesztettünk ki, amely a neutrontranszmissziós 
kísérletek interpretá'ására, valamint átlagolt hatáskeresztmetszetek számítására alkalmazható, 
kiinduló adatbázisként ENDF formátumú evaluált neutron adatokat tételezve fel A 
programcsomag az MS DOS alatt működő, három különböző FORTRAN fordítóval használható 
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1. Introduction 
The mainframe computer code FEDMIX [1] has been proved to be a helpful 

tool for the interpretation and modeling of neutron transmission experiments by 
making use the well-known evaluated neutron data files. A transmission sample 
may be a homogeneous mixture of isotopes. Special attention is paid to the 
unresolved compound region as it is assumed that the code will be used for the 
evaluation of low resolution experiments. 

The FDMXPC is not only a simple adaptation of FEDMIX to IBM compa
tible personal computers but it ha» been considerably developed. It can calculate 
neutron transmission spectra in the form as it is observed, taking the instrumen
tal resolution into account. The filter and the self-indicating material need not 
be the same and self-shielded cross-section and mutual resonance shielding can 
directly be calculated in the resolved resonance region. 

On the other hand the package is restricted to the files in ENDF format as 
recently all valuable data may be found in this format. These files are available 
on magnetic tapes for mainframe computers. For personal computers floppy disks 
and hard disks are applicable. In these media it is advisable to store the evaluated 
data in a separate file for each material. In Appendix A a simple method is given 
for separating the material data sets from rnclear data tapes. 

2. Transmission, self-indication and lumped average cross-section functionals for 
mixtures of isotopes 

Compared to that in [l], the formulation of the problem is slightly changed, 
however the method of processing nuclear data and the numerical methods were 
not altered. 

The average transmission probability and self-indication of a layer of thick
ness h are 

E+Er 

J dE J Ф(Е')ЩЕ,Е')е-^Е>аЕ: 

Г(ЕЛ) = — — = (2.1a) 
Ф 

E+E, 
S dE J Zf{E')${E')R(E,E')t-W»dE' 

Г,(Е„ЕА) = — ^ = (2.16) 
where 

Ё7Ф= / Vx(E)9(E)dE ¥ = / *{E)dE, 2 , = ^ , 
Д £ ДЕ 

£(£?) is the total macro cross-section, Д2? is the energy interval for averaging, 
Ф(Е) is the neutron flux (generally taken as 1/E). BX[E) is the macroscopic cross-
section for the reaction x, h - is the thickness of filter. R{E,E') is the resolution 
function of neutron spectrometer. We have applied the resolution function taken 
from ref.[2]: 

E'<E-e 
R(E,E')~ { M 1 " « ^ ) E-e<E'<E (2.2) 

' " E'>E 11(1_ е Л;)е £ й 
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2Б 3/2 
* ' = 7 2 ^ Г < = *"' 

where L is the length of the base (ш), г is the decay time of reactor impulse (s), 
t is the length of reactor impulse (s) and Ec is a rut-off energy above wliirh is 
R(E,E') = 0 taken. 

If the width of the registration channel, i.e. the energy interval AE is con
siderably less than that of the neutron impulse then the integrals of type 

/ dE J F{E')R{E,E,)dE' 

can be treated as 

E J AE J F(E')R(E,E,)dE' 

where E is the middle point of the channel. 
On the other hand, if the channel registrations are summed up i.e. AE is 

considerably larger than the instrumental resolution then R{E,E') = 6(E — E') 
is taken and the formulae (2.1) will have the following form 

/ dEi(E)e-r^kdE 
Т(Щ = ^ = (2.3a) 

Ф 

ТХ(ЪХ,Щ=— ===== (2.3ft) 
Е,Ф 

The coefficients for the lumped averaged cross-sections, i.e. the so-called f -
factors (3), ran be derived by quadrature from the transmission and self-indication 
(2.3) as 

s L ъ . 7dhT(Lh) 

'"Tirzh**! i2'4e) 

о л 

< * > S ' / 

7dhTt(Z„Vh) 
(2.46) 

dAT(EA) 
о 

Let the mixtures of the filter and the self-indicating sample be composed of 
Nj and ЛГ, isotopes, respectively, then 

У/ У, 



where pi are the abundances of the isotopes, <r' and о\ агг the uiicrosropir rross-
sections for the isotopes i. 

The following notations arc introduced: 

ф J 
ЛЕ 

Г,К, A * ) = = 4 / *ЛЕУР'°[Р)Н*{Е)ЛЕ 
/Г-Ф «' <Г Х Ф 

Л£ 

and also the expressions 

Г(ЕА) = ПГ(^,Л) (2.5«) 
I = I 

ГХ(ЕХ, ЕЛ) _ - ^ — 2 ^ ft °x ~. f , , ( 2 5 f r ) 
T(p<Oih) E, • = i 

T and tx are a good approximation for Г and Tx, both in the case of week energy 
dependence of cross-sections and, on the contrary, when the cross-sections vary 
quickly and are uncorrected in the intprval AE. 

The components of the mixture may be divided into two groups: for one of 
them the above approximation is applicable, for the other it is not. If the first 
N% elements belong to the first group then 

Г(ЕЛ) = f (E,A)r(E2A), (2.6a) 

T,(EX,EA)=T(EA> = Хх(Цгь S| A) -
S z l +,*> L \ +Ejr2ijr(S,2,E2A) (2.6b) 

It is clear that the above factorization is valid for the additive components 
of the cross-section of any isotope. The total cross-section of an isotope is the 
sum of potential and resonance cross-section, where the former is slowly varying. 
Background cross-sections, which are used in the ENDF system to correct inac
curacy of resonance formulae and to take into account the effect of missed and 
distant resonances, in principle, are also the slowly varying components of the 
cross-sections. 

In the case when the cross-sections of each clement of the mixture are resol
ved, the self-shielded cross-sections can be expressed as 

< £ > =• ^ . : г - * 7 г г ~ (2-7) E ~ f ATT ф ( / ; » 
(t;)+ffo 

where Oo is a parameter used in the Bondarcnko's theory. It may stand for the 
smooth background cross-sections of elements presenting but not included in the 
mixture. 



3. Energy regions different in the cross-section specitichtion 

Two main types of cross-section representations exist in the evaluated data 
files the point-wise representation and the paraaietrir one. Mathematically, the 
point-wise representation is a simple tabulated tun« iL.:: with specified interpola
tion rnle(s). The parametric representation which aims mainly at saving space on 
the holding media may he various. It may be either a formal paramctri/ation or 
a parametrization with physically шел и in;; lid parameters. The latter is preferred 
while the former may be simpler and may had to a simpler calculation algorithm. 

The energy region to be considered ranges from M~ 5 eV to 20McV. The 
main part of this region is that of compound resonanres, where the cross-sections 
show up a very sharp variation with energy. Namely, the restricted experimental 
resolution in the higher energy region only the rross-sections averaged over a 
number of res«aanres can be measured. This may be the case even in sneh a 
region, where the detailed structure of the cross-section would be of practical 
importance. For such energies the statistical representation of cross-sections is 
used and the region is flagged as an unresolved one. 

The statistical representation of cross-sections is based on the statistical 
properties of physically meaningful resonance parameters. As in our code the 
recommendation of the ENDF system is followed, the whole energy region is 
divided at most into four parts: 

- point-wise representation in the lower energy region (it is lacking for many 
isotopes) 

- resolved resonance region, where the cross-sections arc specified by an 
unambigoiios parametric representation, 

- unresolved resonance region, where the averaged rross-sections, averaged 
resonance parameters and their distribution are specified, 

- point-wise representation in the higher energy region. 
In the following the region of point-wise representation is also understood 

as resolved. 
The four regions are separated by the energy points Er,Eu and Ep, respec

tively. For mixtures of isotopes these regions can be wcrlapping. It is assumed 
that Er,Eu or Ep are the boundary points of certain AE intervals. This imp
lies no essential restrictions because after energy averaging the intervals and the 
corresponding quantities can be merged according to the formulae 

-гЛЯ.+ДЕз Ф -4 + Ф А 
А = - Ф + Ф 

where 
/ А\ЕЩЕ)(1Е 

~ J Ф{Е)НЕ 
ли 

Тот isotopes having resolved cross-sections in the interval ДЕ the exact 
formulae (2.1) and (2.3) are applied. For isotopes whith cross-sections being 
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unresolved at this energy the approximation (2.5) is applied. Then the whole 
transmission and self-indication are calculated by the formulae (2.5). 

The cross-section values are generated from the data of evaluated nuclear 
data files according to the formulae and prescription of ENDF system [4|. 

Point-wise cross-sections are used in linearly intcrpolable form. When this 
is not the case new points are added until the linear intcrpolability is reached. 

4. Calculation of Junctionals in the resolved resonance region 
As the resonance cross-sections show up very sharp variation depending 

on the place and heigth of resonance peaks, any quadrature procedure based 
on smoothed polinomials would be ineffective for the calculation of functionals 
defined by formulae of section 2. A long-term experience has shown that an 
effective quadrature procedure should be based on: 

- an adequate choice of the boundary points of outgoing intervals for the 
quadrature, 

- the calculation of the functionals with hairing of the intervals until a 
convergence is reached. 

The basic boundary points arc the resonance energies and between two par
ticular resonances the following energy points: one is over the lower resonance 
by the distance of its total width, the second is below the upper resonance on its 
total width and the third point is in half-way between these two ones. 

It would be possible to chouse other outgoing points, too, but the resonace 
peaks should be included as basic points anyway. 

Among interval halving methods, the most effective is the Romberg p.o-
cedure (for a short description see in (5]), which requires the calculation of a 
minimum number of function values. 

In order to avoid using too much time, the halving process is stopped after 
a given number of halvings and a warning message is generated. Our calculati-
onal experiences have shown that the results arc generally more accurate than 
the prescribed accuracy. One may even neglect some non-convergence messages 
because in many cases they are generated in a particular basic interval for which 
the calculated functional is small. Nevertheless, if the number of non-convergence 
messages is large, it ь recommended to augment the number of halvings and to 
see how the results is changed. 

The most time-consuming procedure is the calculation of cross-sections from 
resonance parameters. Here it is taken into account that the contribution of 
the distant resonances is a relatively smooth function, therefore, the following 
approximation is accepted. For the end points of each basic interval the cross-
sections are calculated in both ways: exactly i.e. taking into account all resonances 
and approximately, taking into account only M+l resonances on both sides (that 
is 2+2M resonances). The differences between the two results are regarded as 
linearly interpolable quantities. Inside the interval only the contribution of these 
2+2M resonances is calculated and the result is corrected for the above specified 
differences making use of linear interpolation. 
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5. Calculation of function AIS in the unresolved resonance region 
According to the J?-matrix theory, it is physically plausible that the real 

constant J?-matrix parameters as £ г ,Г' п / > / »nd Tx are random variables with a 
relatively simple probability distribution. 

Br'-s are eigenvalues of a real symmetric Hamilton matrix whose elements 
are normally distributed random numbers and the dispersion of diagonal elements 
are twice that of non-diagonal ones |6j. Tl

nPi and Г х have a Thomas-Porter 
distribution with n degrees of freedom 

m = — ! 4-f^=) ( í , " , e- , ' / 2 r / r (5Л) 
1 ' 2Г<?(|//2) \2ГУ 

where Г is the average width, и - is the number of independent open channels 
for reaction represented by the width Г. 

The unresolved cross-sections are composed of those of the resonance series 
of different compound states. The series of resonances arising from different com
pound states are regarded as uncorrected, so formulae (2.5) are to be appl'.cd. 

The basic method of the calculation of functionals in the unresolved region 
is that of generation of resonance series in a stochastic way making use of the 
known distribution functions. Because in the energy interval &E there are only 
a finite number of resonances the calculated functionals are also randomly dist
ributed. If AE is much larger than the average distance between the resonances, 
then the dispersions of group-averted quantities - functionals - will be small 
and the results will approximately be indifferent to which of series is actually 
generated. In this case the group-averaged cross-sections defined in section 2 can 
be calculated by the Hanser-Feshbach formalism as follows. 

The group-averaged cross-sections defined by the formulae (2.1c) for the case 
of a single isotope can be written as 

yssb;re>*' (ад 

Lii=i *» 
where the energy interval AE has been divided into К parts, E* is the middle 
point of the subinterval {Ei,Ei+i), Ф, is the average flux in this sub-interval. The 
<r(Em) and 0*{E*) are averaged cross-sections over many resonances which are 
composed of series of different compound states as 

*(£•) = £(«+UpijLjd«» *, + 5>;(Г), *.(&) = £•*(£•), 

where * means I and J quantum numbers and 
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ty-Л J _ 
W ) = j t ^ f c р7 Г п«*( 2 *')- (5-36) 

Here <> denotes the avei aging over the statistical distribution of the type (5.1), 
D* is the average level distance for the series 9. 

Let there be only a finite number of resonances - - N « &E/D*, in the interval 
ДЕ. One generates stochastically N + 1 resonances arrording to the probability 
distributions described above. The random matrix diagonalization is performed, 
if N is less than 20 otherwise an equidistant level distribution is taken because 
as it has been shown in ref.[7] this approximation suits the case of a relatively 
large number of resonances better than the Wigner distribution [8]. 

Let us take from the above series two neighbouring resonances of which the 
valley between them falls in the subinterval (E,,E,+i), where the medium energy 
is E*. If the validity of ih° single level Breit-Wigne * formula is assumed, then 
cross-sections can be written as 

<r'r{E) = £ < ( £ ? * ) {1>„(E,T) cos(2*,) + Xp{E,T) skn{26,)} + , • d i t l ( E ) (5.4a) 
p=\ 

a'(E) = ]T o>x(E')i,p(E,T) + < „ . « ( £ ) (546) 
P=\ 

Here for the first terms the resolved resonance formulae are to be applied by 
taking E\ — E* — d and E3 = E* + d, where d is the randomly choosen distance 
between the resonances. The second terms are the contributions of the leveb 
being beyond these two resonances on both sides. The number of resonances on 
each side is taken as 

NIV = M ^ + 1 

where M is a user given parameter (default value recommended), Г and D are 
the average total width and level distance, respectively. 

The Breit-Wigner formalism is applicable, if T/D* < 1. If this is not the 
case then more rigorous formalisms are recommended. One of these is the Reich-
Moore approximation [8]. We apply the formula in the case neutron+one particle 
channel. The last is generally a fission channel but it may be an inelastic channel, 
too. In the Reich-Moore formalism we have a formula for the scattering matrix 
U 

U = #»(•!+««) [2(1 _ К)" 1 - 1 ] (5.5) 

where I is the unit matrix and 

2f?xEr-E-Fv 
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6C is the phase shift for the channel с, Г-, is the radiative width, Г с is the width 
for the channel c. 

The cross-sections are expressed with the matrix U as 

*(Я) = |£л-Ле(1-1Г п п ) , <M£?) = £ í y | $ „ , - t f „ , | a (5.7) 

here ír« is the Kronecker's symbol, n stands for the neutron channel, x may be 
either a neutron channel (elastic scattering) or a fission channel (fission cross-
section), or a competitive reaction channel (inelastic scattering). 

In our code this formalism has been used with the restriction that there are 
no more than two particle channels, i.e. the matrices К and U are not larger 
than 2 x 2 . 

The Reich-Moore formalism can be used effectively if no Doppler-broadening 
is required. Therefore a third formalism for the cross-section calculation is applied 
- the Kapur-Peierls formalism [8]. 

The Kapur-Peierls collision matrix is 

U = •*<'•+**> [I+ #J (5.8) 

where 

, c _.£v^3E ( 5 .9) 
G and e are the complex Kapur-Peierls parameters which can be calculated from 
the requirement that the Reich-Moore and Kapur-Peierls collision matrices must 
have the same poles with the same residues. From (5) it follows that the Reich-
Moore collision matrix has poles, where the determinant of the matrix I — К has 
zeros. This leads to an algebraic equation 

det\l - K| = 1 - K„„ - К « + КппКхк - Kj| x = 0, (5.10) 

which order is evidently equal to the number of levels N taken into account in 
(5.9). In the Kapur-Peierls formalism w? stricted to a 4-level approximation. 
The further levels are taken into account as Breit-Wigner ones. The correspon
ding fourth order algebraic equation is solved by the well-known exact formula 
(see e.g. [91). 

The y/TreTrci are the residues of the matrix в. The residues of the matrix 
( I - K)" 1 can be calculated as тСС'/кд where m c c/ is the cofactor of the element 
(I - K) e e ' and кя = d/Hefdet{l - K)) at с = tq. Therefore the complex widths 
in the Kapur-Peierls matrix are 

(5.11) 
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By applying the formulae (5.7) we obtain the following explicit forms for the 
cross-sections (8]: 

°{E) =ЩЁ^д' Г" 3 S t + E r7 {ME'T) cos{2Si) + * r ( f ? ' r ) ún{2S,)} 

+ E 7 7 {V'r(S,T)sin(2*t) - Хг(£?,Г)со8(2й,)} J (5.12a) 

(5.126) 

***№) = щщк í £ Ц%Г {Í>riE,T)Rt(Cnnr) + XriE,T)lm(Gnnr)} 

+ Х ; { - ^ ( ^ , Г ) ^ + X r ( S , T ) ^ } \ + а(Е), (5.12с) 

where one takes the resonance energy Er = Re(cr) and the other quantities are 

Г г = - 2 / m ( f f ) , r n r = Rc{Gnf),rxr = Rt(Gxr),vnr = Im{GnT),i,tr = Im{Gtr), 

П _ 1 х Г . lGnqGxq «Г, _ I j . V^ G n « *^ r 

*£\iGnrGxrer-e4 £J GnrGxr c? ~ f« Пь **nr £* — e* 

As formulae (5.12) use ф, \ line shapes they can easily be Doppler-broadened. 
These formulae give better approximation than the Breit-Wigner ones, but they 
may fail to do that if Г y/E + Tx is almost equal or larger than the average 
distance, D*. 

In all the three cases the funcionals are calculated by performing the numeri
cal quadrature between the two resonance peaks lying around the medium energy 
E*. In the first and 3rd cases the Romberg interval halving method is applied. 
As for the Reich-Moore formulae this could be used only for cold cross-sections, a 
procedure producing a linearized set of cross-sections is programmed in this case. 
This linearized set can then be used for numerical Doppler broadening [10]. This 
is a very time consuming procedure and therefore the Kapur-Peierls method is 
recommended in the case when the Breit-Wigner formula fails but the average 
distance is still larger than the widths for particle channels. 

As any functional in the unresolved energy region is a stochastic quantity 
it is of practical importance to have information at least about its average and 
dispersion. Unfortunately, a formula for their probability distribution cannot be 
derived explicitly from that for resonance parameters, therefore, these quantities 
can only be estimated by the statistics of the results obtained from the calculati
ons repeated with different stochastic parameters. This, in general, is very time 
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consuming but in many applications it often suffices to make statistics for group-
averaged cross-sections The group-averaged cross-sections can be calculated in 
a simplified way using either the Breit-Wigner or the Kapur-Peierls formula for 
performing the integration explicitly. Namely, in these formulae the energy de
pendence of cross-sections between two resonances follows from that of the V' and 
X functions. Thus, 

/ *(E)9(E)dE =*£Ф(£*) "£(21 + 1 ) т ~ *"' * + *(*П £ ^ r < ( £ ? - ) 

x j|arctan(**r)|cos(2M) +0.5^ r Jiog( l +í*?)sin(2í|) J 

+ « E # ( E > ; f - w ( £ * ) , (5.13e) 

/ ах[ВЩЕ)аЕ =Ф(ЕГ) £ ^r r < # (£T)|arctan(MH-
6E ~ , 2 

кЦЕ 

+ 

«Wirtin (5.Ш) 
where SE is the <lUtanre between two resonance peaks and Szr — 26E/Tr. 

One may derive similar formulae for the Kapur-Peierls formalism from for
mulae (5.12): 

}^а{Е)ЦЕ)аЕ = *ЯФ(£Г)£(2/+ 1 ) щ ^ у * » » «,+ (5.14e) 

щя> Е ( Е 1 7 { l e r < J í e w ^') l c o s W + ° * j £ Io*(i + '*?) sin<2*')} 

£ 7 7 {|*rctan(ízr)|sin(2í t) - 0 . 5 l ~ J l o g ( l + ^ r

3 )coe(2í f ) | j Ф(Б*), 

/ апх(Е)ЦЕ)аЕ=9(Е*)-М^д/ (5.Ш) 

* £ Щ ^ (larctan(^ r)|i?c((7 0, r) + 0 . 5 ^ 1 log(l + iz*)Im{Cmr)} 

I ^{EmEME^ibiE^r^rtj (5.14r) 

x ( E ^ {|arctan(^ r)|i?c(^„ f) + 0 . 5 ^ 1 o g ( l + ^ r

a ) / w í ^ , n r ) J 

£ {-|«tta.(Arr)l|7 +0.5^1log(l + **?)^}) +J *{E)*lE)dE. 
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The above formulation makes it possible to accomplish a good statistics for the 
group-averaged cross-sections within reasonable computing time, otherwise a 
good statistics of cross-sections and functionals may require a very time con
suming calculation. 

The statistical average of a functional / will be denoted by {/}, its error 
with A/ while the covariance with the functional g will be denoted by cov(f, g). 

6. The main component« of the FDMXPO code system 

The FDMXPC system is described here. Letters in paranthesis are identi
fiers of the quantities used in the input specifications. 

6.1. The prcproct$$or$ 
The calculation by the above described formalism is not accomplished 

straight from the evaluated nuclear data file but an intermediate binary file -
so called RFOD - is created first. Its structure is described in Appendix B.l. 
The central modules of the rode process only data in this format. The modules 
which create RFOD and manipulate it. are the preprocessors. 

The following preprocessors arc released a this package: 
ENDFB - to transform evaluated data in ENDF format into RFOD; 
RFMAK - to construct RFOD from user specified average resonance parameters; 
nuclear mass (A), nuclear spin (RI), scattering length (RR), number of fission 
channels (ANUF), energy interval for unresolved region (EMI < EM A) are also 
required. Set of parameters may be given cither for each I and / value, however 
if only the total parameters of the / (LL) scries are known, the level densities for 
series J are determined by the formula 

pj = konst x [ « p | - j L | - e x p { - H ± i L } | , 

where a (SIG2) is a material constant [11]. The average widths are to be calcu
lated according to the prescription of Gynlassy-Pcrkips |l2j. 
RFODS performs the following manipulation with RFOD: 

- print, out the content of an RFOD file, 
- display point-wise cross-sections, 
- print out resolved or unresolved parameters, 
- merge two or more RFOD files. 

6.2. The main proee$$ing modult$ 

Group-averaged functionals described in chapter 2 arc calculated by the 
modules of central parts of the code. Results are printed and may be stored in 
form of a data set on a binary file - called SFGK. The structure of the SFGK 
sets is described in Appendix B.2. 

The following central modules are released in this package: 
MIXMAT - for calculating the following: 
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- group averaged transmission and self-indication according to the formulae 
(2.3), 

- lumped averaged cross-sections, f-factors according to the formulae (2.4) 
in all energy region, 

- lumped averaged cross-section, f-factors directly from cross-sections accor
ding to the formula (2.7) in the resolved resonance region. 
VIEMAT - for calculating transmission and self-indication spectra and cross-
sections either by the formulae (2.1) taking into account the instrumental reso
lution or by the formulae (2.3) i.e. neglecting the resolution effect. 
STATFU - for accomplishing statistics of infinite diluted gronp-averaged cross-
sections in unresolved resonance region, according to the formulae (5.13) or 
(5.14). 
FUSTAT - for accomplishing statistics of transmission and self-indication funti-
onals as well as of lumped avrraged cross-sections in unresolved resonance region 
by means of the resonance ladders generated by STATFU. 

6.8. The poatproeeaaora 

The aim of postprocessing is the rearranging and the representation of the 
calculated functional» cumulated on an SFGK file. Two independent modules are 
used: 
SFGKS - for performing the following manipulations: 

- listing of the content of an SFGK file ('EXPLORE '), 
- copy selected SFGK sets ('COPYSELE' or 'COPYEXOL', including or 

excluding the identified sets, respectively), 
- merge SFGK sets containing the functiouals for the same material and 

group system but for different groups in order to get an SFGK set for the whole 
group system ('COMPLETE'), 

- change the identification part, of an SFGK set, ID(1:6) to another identi
fication part JCH(1:6) ('CHANGE '), 

- merge functional» of some fine groups into funtionals of one broad group 
('UNIT GR'), 

- create files for graphical representation (interface to GRAPHER or to 
other graphical program) ('GRAPHER'), 

The string in parantheses after the definitions is the key-word of the mani
pulation. The key-word 'FINISH ' terminates the series of manipulation. 
TABPRG - for making synoptical tables from the calculated functional» The 
columns to be printed are controlled by the variable NTY: 

' 1, only the total cross-section and transmission 
2, total, (n,7) cross-section», transmission and (11,7) self-indication 

.,»-«. 3, total, (11,7), elastic cross-sections, transmission and (11,7), 

1 elastic self-indication 

4, total, (л,7), elastic, fission cross-sections, transmission and (11,7), 
\ elastic, fission self-indication 
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7. Parameters subject to specification 

There are some groups of parameters which are to be specified in an actual 
calculation process. For most of parameters a default value is given in the program 
which can be overridden by control input if needed. 

7.1. Data let control numbers 

The length limits for data catalog and data heading parts (see Appen
dix B.l), - LGAT and LDH, respectively should be specified before runnig the 
preprocessors for creating RFOD either from evaluated data (module ENDFB) 
or from other RFOD-s by merging (module RFODS). 

The estimated length of the longest SFGK set to be processed (LMAX) 
should be specified by the post-processing module SFGKS. 

The place from where an SFGK file is to be continued is 

0, no SFGK file is to be used 
j . . _ 1, the SFGK file should be written from the beginning 

> 1, the SFGK file should be continued from its LAA-th word 
. —1, the SFGK file should be continued from its end 

If data sets are retrieved from an SFGK file it is possible to specify limits 
for this operation: LXMI and LXMA are the lowest and the highest words to be 
searched for on the SFGK file. 

7.1. Control paramétert for RFOD manipulatione 
The key-words for manipulation - XMOD - are specified as follows: 
- 'PRNT' prints the table of content of the RFOD file; a detailed list of a 

data set can be obtained if the namelist card is followed by MATN and NTN of 
this data set in free-format; in this case MATN=0 terminates the print operation. 

- 'BEGN' opens a file where the merged RFOD will be placed, here LCAT 
and LDH can be specified if default value is not satisfying; after this namelist 
card (MS and SVS version) commentary for RFOD file is followed, 

- 'UNIT' merge RFOD; for each RFOD to be merged one RFOD namclist 
card with XMOD='UNIT' is required, - 'FINS' terminates the merging procedure 
and outputs the new RFOD file. 

7.S. Accuracy control numbers 
Any approximate calculation - linearization or numeriral quadrature - is 

accomplished until an accuracy limit EPS or ERR is reached. The maximum 
number of points arising from linearization between two data points, NTJJM, is 
also restricted. The number of halving in numerical quadrature is restricted to 
2SVJM + j 

In resolved the resonance region the number of exactly calculated resonances, 
M, determines the accuracy of the contribution of distant levels. In unresolved 
region the lethargy interval around a E* is determined by NLETH so that the 
width of this interval is hU — 1 + 1/NLETH. The accuracy of lumped averaged 
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cross-sections calculated by (2.4) obviously depends» on the number of thicknesses 
- NLUMP - to be used in the numerical integration by A. This also can be 
specified by input (< 25). 

7.4- Group or channel and averaging tpeetrum or resolution function specification 
The group system is specified by a variable XGRU which is of character 

type and 8 bytes long. The following group system specifications are possible (the 
group systems are rontigous and the group boundaries are always in descending 
order): 

1. In-built group system. At present there are three of them: 
a/ XGRU='BANB ' - the 26-gronp Bondarenko set 
b/ XGRU='GRACE ' - the 40-group GRACE set 
c/ XGRU='SAND-2 ' - the 620-group SAND-2 set. 

2. Group boundaries are specified by a user-written routine, 
GROUT(EG,NG), where EG(...) arc the group boundaries, NG is the number of 
groups. In this case XGRU='OUTERGRP\ 

3. A fine group system is constructed from a coarse group system specified 
by input. XGRU='FINE '. This specification requires the following free-format 
input: 

N1 - number of coarse groups 
(EP,,EM,,MK,,JI,,i = 1,NI) - are for the upper and lower boundaries 

of coarse groups, number of fine groups in a given coarse group, JI is a control 
variable: if / / > 0, the division is uniform in energy, if / / < 0, the division is 
uniform in lethargy. 

4. The group boundaries are to be specified by the following free-format 
input: 

NG - number of groups 
[EGi,i — \,N(i + 1) - are the group boundaries 
In this case XGRU is a string consisting of blank characters. The group 

boundaries are giv.ii in descendig order. 
If a neutron transmission experiment is modelled by registration channels 

(module VIEMAT) then either the first and last channel (key-word: HC='CHAN') 
number (NHCl < NHG2) or the upper and lower energy boundaries (EMA > 
EMI, key-word: HC^'ENER') are to be specified rather than energy groups. 
The correlation between the energy intervals A3 and channel numbers is given 
by the formulae 

72.31 

where L (HL) the length of the base in meters, Alc (TCHAN) is the channel 
width in fte, N0c (NCHF) is the channel corresponding to the beginning of the 
impulse. 

Tiic specification of the averaging spectrum is controlled by a variable XFLU 
which is o{ character type and 8 bytes long. There are the following way-- of the 
spectrum specification: 
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(1) The flax is specified by the function routine PHI(E) where Б is the energy 
and РШ is the spectrum value. This function can be user specified, however, a 
default specification is built in the code. This defines 

{ G * EXP(Em/0.9tt)* {EXP( y/2.29Em) - EXP(-y/2.29Em)) /2 , 
i fE>PA' , 

l/E, if E< PK, 

PK may be defined by input, where Em is the energy in MeY, 0 ensures the 
continuity of the spectrum at E = PA*; PK is to be specified by input (default 
1.4Б6). 

(2) The flux is constant in the whole energy interval: XFLU='CONSTANT\ 
(3) Point-wise spectrum is specified by a user written subroutine 

FLOUT(A,N,IA4F), where A(1)...A(N) are the energy values, A(N+1) A(2*N) 
the corresponding spectrum values. XFLU='OUTERFLU'. IAJF arc the inter
polation numbers for the flux (see Appendix C.l). 

(4) The point-wise spectrum is specified by free-format input: 
NP - number of energy points 
IAJF 
(Ei,Fi,i = 1, NP) - energy values and related spectrum values. 
In this case XFLU need not be specified. For a point-wise specified spectrum 

the energy values are always in ascending order. 
If a neutron transmission experiment is modelled by registration channels 

(module VIEMAT) then the averaging spectrum is always l /E. However, in this 
ease the following parameters of the resolution function (2.2) are to be specified: 
HL - the base length in meters; R - length of the reactor impulse in n»; TO -
decay time of reactor impulse in /*#; RERR - parameter determining the cut-off 
energy Ee in a way that R{E,E + Ee) < RERR. If RERR < 0 is specified then 
the resolution effect is to be neglected. 

7.5. Number $ for data i de ntifiction 
The numerical name of the evaluated data - MATF - is a four-digit integer 

given in the 67-70. position on a card-image line of the file. 
The numerical name of the evaluated data on RFOD - MATN - may be 

any positive integer assigned by the code user during preprocessing. Optionally, 
it may be equal to MATF. 

The numerical name of a data type - NTN - is assigned during the prepro
cessing. The default assignments together with a format flag number, NTF are 
given in Appendix С 

The numerical name of the functional set - NTNAM - is assigned during 
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the processing. A process number NFEL - is also specified as 

for transmission and self-indication calculated by (2.3) 
for lumped averaged cross-section calculated by (2.4) 
for the statistics of transmission and self-indication 
in the unresolved region 
for the statistics of lumped averaged crniss-sections 
in the unresolved region 
for channel averaged transmission and self-indication 
calculated by (2.1) 

To identify the resulting functional sets to be stored on the SFGK file, the 
variables MATN, NTNAM, NFEL and KD AT are used. The last, one is specified 
in order to distinguish between runs under different conditions. 

To identify a SFGK set the dimensioned variable Ш is also used with 
ID(1).-=MATN,' ID(2)=NTNAM, ID(3)=NFEL, ID(4)=KDAT, ID(5)=NR(1), 
ID(6)=NR(2). The last two numbers represent the first and last group (highest 
and the lowest) in the calculation. 

7.6. Parameters for mixture specification 
The number of isotopes in a mixture is NXAT. For each isotope, its abun

dances in the filter and in the self-indicating sample (ROF and ROS) should be 
specified. In •'„he unresolved region - as it is discussed in section 5 - four different 
models arc possible which arc controlled by the flag IU: 

Hauser-Feshbach model 
stochastic Breit-Wigner resonances 
stochastic Reich-Moore resonances 
stochastic Kapur-Peierk resonances 

7.7. Control flags for lumped cross-section calculation 
The NSI - number of thicknesses - and NLUMP are used as flags for lum

ped cross-section calculation. If NSI = 0 then this calculation is accomplished 
according to formnlae (2.4). If NSI > 0 but NLUMP - - 2 then this is done 
directly from the cross-sections according to the formula (2.7). In this case the 
ffo values are to be specified in stead of sample thicknesses. 

7.8. Control parameters for SFGK manipulations 
The key-word of manipulation should be given in the namelist variable 

FUNC (MS and SVS versions). The necessity for other parameters is depending 
on the manipulation required: 

- 'EXPLORE ' - no other parameters, 
- 'OOPYSELE' or 'COPYEXOL' - ID(1:6) identification numbers of data 

set(s) to be selected or excluded from the copy; for the identification only the 
non-zero elements of Ш(. . . ) are taken into account, 

- 'COMPLETE' - ID(1:6) and NG - the number of groups in the merged 
system, 

Í + 4 , 
- 4 , 
+14, 

NFEL = < - 1 4 , 

7, 

IU = 
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- 'CHANGE ' - ID(1:6) and JCH(1:6) - the new identification numbers, 
- 'UNIT GR ' - Ш(1:в) and the one-group sets to be merged should have 

for identification, 

NTNAMi = NTNAMi-t + 1(» = 2 , . . . JSEM) NR( 1), = JV Я(2), 

and the merged one-group set will have 

NTNAM = NTNAMJSEM + 1 NR(l) = NR(2) = NG 

JSEM - is the number of sets to be merged, 

- 'GRAPHER' - ID(1:6) and 

•{ 
0 cross-sections vs. energy (or group) 

NIGU = { 1 transmission and self-indication vs. filter thickness 
2 transmission and self-indication vs. energy (or group) 

»rs-riT A »r __ Í number of channel (or group) if NIGU=1 
Л \ number of filter thickne», if NICU=2 

There is a possibility to merge energy dependent fnnctionals obtained from diffe
rent calculations. In this case those data sets are to be merged for which NTNAM 
is between ID(2) and NAM2 and all other identification numbers agree. 

7.9. Aßtcellanoiu control parameter $ 
In the case of statistical estimation of infinite diluted cross-section (module 

STATFU) the dimension of sampling - LADR - should be specified. Its sign 
tells us whether this is the first sampling (LADR > 0) or a previous sampling 
is continued (LADR < 0). Three files with stochastic quantities are generated, 
first of which contains the stochastic resonance parameters, the second and third 
(they are almost equivalent) contain the calculated stochastic group-averaged 
infinite diluted cross-sections subject to statistical evaluation. They are required 
when the sampling is continued in a subsequent run. 

For the statistical estimation of more complicated functional» (module FUS-
TAT) the stochastic resonance parameters generated by STATFÜ are used. The 
parameters LADR and LADS give the first and the last series on the file gene
rated by STATFÜ. 

The integer number NCOUT determines the amount of printed output in 
the case of postprocessing. It is a sum of integers, NK-s that arc defined in the 
following: 

1 print the input namelist card 
v . . I 2 print the retrieved SFGK *et(s) 

" ^ 4 print the SFGK sets written to the new SFGK file 
8 print the merged SFGK sets 
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8. Installation of the FDMXPC pat knge 

The FDMXPC package is consisted of the source code, the input tiles for 
library manager or for linker, input examples and auxiliary files for running. The 
package is developed and tested with three compiler systems: Rycn-McFairlane 
compiler and linker (RM), Microsoft. Fortran 5.0 and Microsoft Linker (MS), 
Silicon Software compiler and linker (SVS). Version to be used depends on the 
computer resources. The code is dynamically programmed, i.e. a large working 
field is defined in the main program and used for the storage of data to be proces
sed. For smaller computers, where memory over the DOS partition (640kbytes) is 
not available, the RM or MS is recommended. The differ* nee between these two 
systems is that the RM cannot use dimensioned variables larger than 64kbytes 
(i.e. the length of the working field is restricted to 16384) and therefore some cal
culations may not be accomplished by modules installed with this compiler. The 
SVS system has extended memory handling facility and it produces the fastest 
code. 

On the distributive diskette there arc the following subdirectories: 
RMVSMS - contains all source modules which are comiuon for all compilers, 
VSMS - contains the modules common to MS and SVS compilers, 
RM - contains modules for RM compiler, input file for Librarian and input 
examples, 
MS - contains modules for MS compiler, input files for Microsoft Linker and 
input examples, 
SVS - contains modules for SVS compiler, batch file foi compilation and linking 
and input examples, 
AUX - auxiliary programs CHOPTAP and TRANSF (see Appendices A and D.) 

The procedures for installation with different compilers arc the following: 
RM compiler: 

(1) compilation of the common routines given in the RMVSMS subdirectory and 
the module FDRM.FOR in the RM subdirectory (the RMXSEO.FOR should be 
compiled with option /z, i.e. without optimalization), 
(2) from the object modules the library FDMXL.LIB is created by means of the 
librarian utility making use the FDRMLIB control file i.e. by the command 

LIB ^FDRMLIB 
(3) from the modules PREMAIN.FOR, MDCMAIN.FOR and PSTMAIN.FOR -
by means of any editor - main programs are to be prepared (only а С from the first 
column is to be deleted) and compiled for the modules listed in 6., particularly, 
the programs ENDFB, RFODUN, RFDTSP, RFMAK from PREMAIN.FOR, the 
programs MIXMAT, VIEMAT, STATFU, FUSTAT from MDCMAIN.FOR and 
the programs SFGKS, TABPRG from PSTMAIN.FOR. The programs RFODUN 
and RFDISP take over the merging and displaying functions of module RFODS, 
respectively. 
(4) by means of the PLINK86 linker and the FDMXL.LIB, exe files for the 
modules can be created. 

MS compiler: 
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(1) compilation of the common routines (RMVSMS sub-directory) and the fort-
ran modules in the VSMS sub-directory, 
(2) compilation of the PREMAIN JOR, MIXMAIN.FOR and PSTMAIN.FOR 
in the MS sub-directory, 
(3) creating the PREMAIN.EXE, MIXMAIN.EXE and PSTMAIN.EXE files by 
means of the Microsoft Linker ту using the PRELINK, MIXLINK and PSTLINK 
linker control files; these ex. lodules contain the pre-processor, main-processor 
and post-processor programs, respectively. 

SVS compiler: 
compilation and linking (e.g. with the SVS386.BAT) of the PREMAIN.FOR, 
MDCMAIN.FOR and PSTMAIN.FOR modules create the corresponding exe files. 

9. How to use the FDMXPC package? 

9.1. File» to be u$ed in FDMXPC package 
The following file extensions are to be used: 

- iNP for control input, 
- no extension for card-image evaluated data file, 
- RID for RFOD files, 
- SFG for SFGK files, 
- STA for files used in statistical calculations, 
- DAT for files prepared for GRAPHER input. 

The extensions should always be given in upper case. 
Warning: unformatted files, RFOD and SFGK created by different versions 

are incompatible. However, the SFGK file may consist of valuable sets resulting 
from long-term calculation. In Appendix D. the auxiliary program TRANSF is 
presented which can transform any SFGK file into a file in ASGII format and 
vice-versa. 

The input files - in the cases of RM and MS version - can be specified either 
interactively after invoking the required module or by putting their names in 
a file 'filespec'. The file names should be closed between apostrophes and each 
file name should be in a new line. The order is indifferent, however, if there are 
several RFOD files then the last one is for output. The same rule is valid for 
SFGK files. 

9.B. How to иве the different version» 
RM version 

(1) Use the sample input files to create input for the required module, 
(2) create the 'filespec' ide, 
(2) run by the command 

programjname/R 4096 < fileepec > program.out 

the printed output will in file 'program.out1. 

MS version 
(1) prepare the control input files, 
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(2) create the 'filcspec' file from the names of required files. 
(3) invoke the PREMAIN, MIXMAIN or PSTMAIN modnle as 

. . . MAIN < filr.epcc > prvgrani.out 
the printed output will in file 'program.out'. 

SVS version 
control input files are the same as in MS version (except that the namelist input 
format differs from that of MS Fortran where instead of &END the namelist 
input is terminated by /) but the name of files to be used should be given in 
command line in arbitrary order. 
9.S. Control input for MS and SVS wtrrion 

The control input for each module consists of a control namelist input follo
wed by free-format input lines some of which may be optional. As the programs 
PREMAIN, MIXMAIN and PSTMAIN contain all preprocessing, main proces
sing and postprocessing modules, respectively, the namelist name abo controb 
the invoking of the required module. The namelist inputs are summerized in the 
Table below. Certain namelist variables have default values which are given in [ ]. 
The namelist variables are described in the sections в and 7 or below the Table. 
Modules MIXMAT, FUSTAT, VIEMAT and SFGKS (in the case of manipulation 
'COMPLETE '): 

before the control namclist card of the temperature and sample the thick
nesses are to be specified by the following namelist input: 
Namelist name PARM, variables: 

T - temperature in Kelvin, 
NSI - number of transmission samples (< 25). 
After this namelist card the thicknesses follow in free format (unit: 

bam/atom). If NSI=0, then lumped cross-sections are calculated. 
Additional control input (in free-format) 

Module ENDFB 
(NW0RD-1)/18+1 cards with commentary 

optional (if \NDIGT\ > 0): 
dictionary entries in free-format. A dictionary entry consists of three integers 
1 - type name on the original file 
2 - type name on the RFOD (NTN) 
3 - NTF, to be assigned 
If NDIGT > 0 then the default dictionary is modified otherwise the default 

dictionary is overriden and only the new entries are used. 
The standard values of these quantities are given in Appendix С 

Module RFMAK 
After the namclist input the following cards are required in free-format: 
commentary text in LKK cardfsj 

- if JM > 0, then in one line for each I value: average distance Du average 
reduced neutron width Г„/, average radiation width Г7/ and average fission (or 
competitive reaction width) Txi 
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Table. Control namclist input 

Module Namelist name V'ariablcsjdcfault] 

ENDFB ENDF LCAT|50ü),LDH|1500j,NWORD[l8),MATF,MATN|=MATFj, 
NDICT|0j,EPS[0.01),NlTJM|20O] 

RFMAK RFMA LKK[l),A,RI,RR,EL|2jai:U|2j,NTN|5155l.MA'rN,LL,JM|0), 
SIG2|3.3),ANUF|4j,EMI,EMA 

RFODS RFOD NWORD[18jX(UT[1000)XDH[2000j,XMOD 

MDCMAT MDCMA LAA|l),NXAT,MATN,NTNAM,KDATJ^|l0l,NUJM|10), 
ERR[O.01j,NLETH[10j,NR(l:2),X(iRU,XFLU, 
PK[l.4E6j,NLUMP[25| 

VIEMAT VIEMA LAA[l],NXAT,MATN,NTNAM,KDAT.M[10j,NUJM[10], 
ERR|0.01j,NLETH,r10j,RERR[0.01j,TO|1.6|,R|3.2j,HL[500.j, 
TCHAN|2.J,N(ÍHF|13],HC,NH(Í1,NH(J2,EMA,EMI 

STATFÜ STATF LAA(ll,NXATJÜATN,NTNAM,KDAT.M[10|,NUJM|l0i, 
ERR[O.01J,NLETH|10],NR(l:2),X<;RTI,XFLU,PK[1.4E6j, 
NLUMT[25],LADR 

FUSTAT FUSTA LAA[l|,NXAT,MATN,NTNAM,KDAT.M(10|,NUJM(10|, 
ERR{O.0ll,NLETH|10|,NR(l:2),XCiRtI,XFLU,PK[1.4E0j, 
NLUMT|25|,LADRXADS 

SFGKS SFGK LAA|1],FUNC,LMAX(3000],LXMA(9999999|JD(1:6)[6*01,NG, 
J(JH(1:6),JSEM.N(X)UT|0).NAM2,NICIT,NGHAN 

TABPRG TABLE 1D(1:6)[6*0],NTY 
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- if JM=0, then one card for each l and J value: compound spin J , Du, Г„и, 
Г^и, r x f j and number of neutron channel v„ according to the prescription of 
Gyulassj--Perkins (12], 
- if JM < 0, then the \JM\ set of unresolved parameters are given each in one 
line as /, /, D, Г„, Г,,, Tx and i/„, 
- if NTN < 2000, then JM is the number of points in the point-wise cross-section 
set and the commentary text is followed by the energy and related cross-section, 
JM times, in free-format, 
Module RFODS: see 7.2 
Modules MIXMAT, STATFU and FUSTAT: 

Input for gmup bo'Tidaries - optional 
Input for point-spectrum optional 
Input describing the mixture: 
MATN, ROF, IU, ROS 

Calculation is terminated if a narnelist card with NXAT=0 occurs. 
Module VIEMAT: 

Input describing the mixture: 
MATN, ROF, Ш, ROS 

Module TABPRG 
The namelist rani is followed by one card with the tabic caption, follows. 
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Appendix A. 
A program for separating material Sirs of an ENDF data tape 

A program named CHOPTAP was written in FORTRAN-77 in order to ob
tain data for each material separately from an ENDF tape. Its usage is quite 
simple: the MATF name (G7 -70. characters) should be sperified on input, enclo
sed into quotation mark, in separate line for each material. We give the program 
together with OS JCL cards in order to illustrate its usage on a mainframe com
puter where the magnetic tape resides. 

Appendix Б. 
Structure ofRFOD and SFUK Sirs 

B.l The RFOD fit 

In an RFOD file the data are placed in such a way that they would be placed 
in a large FORTRAN held consisting irf four-byte worlds. On any magnetic data 
storage this field is broken into unformatted records of equal length. Any daia 
in the file is written to or read from this tile by quoting its place in this large 
field. The place is expressed by counting four-byte words from the beginning of 
the file. This writing and reading are managed by special subroutines developed 
for this purpose. 

The RFOD consists of tin following parts: 
1 - Comment part - length—LK+1 words 

LK - length of comment in words 
eminent 

2 - Length values - length—4 
Ll - length of the whole file 
L2 - length of the Table of Contents 
L3 - length of data headings 
L4 - length of data 

3 - Table of Contents (ToC) - length = 1 + 2 * NM AT + £ i = Y Л Т 2 * NTYPt; 
NMAT - numbci of materials contained in RFOD; 
for each material: 
MATN - number of data types for this material (integer), 
NTYF - number of data types, 
for each data type of this material: 
NTN - data type name (integer/, 
NA - offset of the corresponding data heading (in the data heading's part); 

4 - Data headings (DHs); 
5 - Data. 

The structure and length for parts 4 and Ь are given below. 
The general construction of a data heading is: NTF, key number to the 

format; NL, length of the control information part; control information . 
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The DH formats and related data structures 
NTF NL control information data structure 
I 5 NDAT,NAC,NFG\IA,IF ARG(NDAT), FUN(NDAT) 
6 4 NT,NDAT,NAC,NFG T(NT), DAT(NT+1,NDAT) 
8 5 NT,NSI,NDAT,NAC,NFC T(NT+NSI), DAT(5+4*NT*NSI,NDAT) 
10 N N real numbers no data 
II Lll NW,NFN, 

((FP(J,I),.I= 1,NW), for each sub-heading: 
NDAT ,NAO ,NFC ДА ,IF ARG(NDAT ), FUN(NDAT ) 

20 3 NDAT,NAC,NA DAT(NDAT) 

Here Lll=2+NFN*(NW+5); NDAT, NT, NSI represent the data length; 
NA - length of one subset of a data set; NW - number of sub-set parameters; 
NAC,NFC - offset for the argument and function vector in the data part; NFN -
number of sub-headings; FP - parameters (real or integer type); IA,IF interpola
tion numbers between the argument and function values, respectively; if =1 then 
the interpolation is linear, if =2 then the interpolation is logarithmic. ARG - ar
guments e.g. energy; FUN - function values, e.g. cross-sections; DAT - arguments 
and parameter dependent function values. 

B.B The SFGK ße 
The method of data storage is the same as in the case of the RFOD file 

but, this file is a continual scries of structured data sets rather than a file with 
directory and a data part. 

Before each data set there is a four-byte string 'BEGN' and the whole file 
ends with a string 'END '. A data set begins with seven integer.« as follows: 

MATN, NTNAM, NFEL, К DAT, NRl, NR2, NL 

where NFEL is ±4, ±14 or 7; NL is the length of the further part of the data 
set; further 
in the case of \NFEL\ =4 or 14 - NRl and NR2 are the number of the upper 
and lower groups [NRi < JVi?2),respectively 
in the case of NFEL=7, NRl is the number of filters +1 (i.e. NSI+1), NR2 is the 
number of channels+1. (i.e. NHC2-NHC1+1) 

The remaining quantities are explained in section 7. 
Data sets with NFEL — ±4 contain functional calculated by the module 

MIXMAT and their length is NL = Z+NSI + (6+b*NSI)*NG. Data sets with 
NFEL = ±14 contain statistical averages, errors and covariances of functional 
calculated with the modules STATFIT and FUSTAT, respectively. The length of 
such data set is NL = 3 + NSI + (16 + 15 * NSI) * NG. 

The NL real numbers following the integer part: 
- 1.0, RNSI (float point form of NSI), temperature, sample thicknesses, 

- these are 3+NSI numbers. The structure of the further part is different for 
\NFEL\ = 4 and 14. respectively. 
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For \NFEL\ = 4: 
- infinite diluted group averaged cross-sections: total for all groups between 

NR(1) and NR(2), ( n , 7 ) for all groups between NR(l) and NR(2), elastic for 
all groups between NR(1) and NR(2), fission for all groups between NR(1) and 
NR(2), NG*0.0, 

- transmission and self-indications for each group between NR( 1) and NR(2): 
transmission, (n, / ) , elastic and fission self-indications for NSI samples, (NFEL=4) 
or the shielded total. (»,->•). elastic and fission cross-sections (NFEL=-4, NSI=1). 

- group flux (NSI+1) times for all group between NR(1) and NR(2). 
For \NFEL\ = 14: 
- statistical average of infinite diluted group averaged cross-sections: that 

of total for all groups between NR(1) and NR(2), that of (11,7) for a?! groups 
between NR(1) and NR{2), that of elastic for all groups between NR(1) and 
NR(2), that of fission for all groups between NR(1) and NR(2), 

- statistical error of infinite diluted group averaged cross-sections: total for 
all groups between NR(1) and NR(2), (л, 7) for all groups between NR(1) and 
NR(2), elastic for all groups between NR(1) and NR(2), fission for all groups 
between NR(1) and NR(2), 

- covariances of infinite diluted group averaged cross-sections: total with 
(n,7) for all groups between NR(1) and NR(2), total with clastic for all groups 
between NR(1) and NR(2), total with fission for all groups between NR(1) and 
NR(2), (n,7) with elastic for all groups between NR(1) and NR(2), (n,7) with 
fission for all groups between NR(1) and NR(2), elastic with fission for all groups 
between NR(1) and NR(2); 

-- lower boundaries of the groups; 
- statistical average of transmission and self-indication (NFEL=14) or shiel

ded cross-sections (NFEL=-14) for each group between NR(1) and NR(2): trans
mission, (n,7), clastic and fission self-indications for NSI samples (NFEL=14) or 
NSI=1 (NFEL=-14). 

- statistical errors of transmission and self-indication (NFEL=14) or shielded 
cross-sections (NFEL=-14) for each group between NR(1) and NR(2): transmis
sion, (n, 7), elastic and fission self-indications for NSI samples (NFEL=14) or 
NSI=1 (NFEL=-14). or self-shielded and normal flux (NFEL=-14); 

- group flux (NSI+1) times (NFEL=14) or self-shielded and normal flux 
(NFEL=-14) for all groups between NR(1) and NR(2). 

For NFEL=7, the following quantities are given for each channel: 
- total cross-sections, transmission for all filters, elastic cross-section, elastic 

self-indication for all filters, fission cross-section, fission self-indication for all 
filters, (n,*/) cross-section, (»,7) self-indication for all filters. 

Appendix G. 
Data type name (NTN) and format number* (NTF) 

In the Table below the required nuclear data and their place in the RFOD 
file are pre. ented. 
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458 10 1 
458 10 3 
459 10 2 
4511 10 1-2 
4511 10 3-4 
4511 10 5-6 
5152 20 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

a/ Parameters 
Data NTN NTF Place in the set 
atomic mass 
Nuclear spin in ground state 
Nuclear radius 
lower boundaries of resolved and unresolved regions, resp. 
upper boundaries of resolved and unresolved regions, resp. 
control numbers for resonance calculation 
resolved resonance sets 
in one subset: 
resonance energy 
orbital angular momentum 
compound spin 
statistical factor, g 
total width 
neutron width at resonance energy 
radiation width 
fission width 
isotope abundance 
upper boundary of resolved range for this isotope 
unresolved resonance sets 5155 11 
NW=2,,VFiV = J2i (number of compound states of different 
spin). Both parameters IK and NA are integers and the 
subset ARG(IK) and FUN(NA,NDAT) vectors are 
IK=10, NA=6 
ARG: 
orbital angular momentum 1 
compound spin 2 
degree of freedom in a competitive channel 3 
degree of freedom in a neutron channel 4 
degree of freedom in a radiation channel 5 
degree of freedom in a fission channel 6 
nuclear spin for the ground state 7 
isotope abundance 8 
lower boundary of unresolved range for this isotope 9 
serial number for isotope 10 
FUN for one energy value 
energy I 
average level spacing 2 
average competitive width 3 
average reduced neutron width 4 
average radiation width 5 
average fission width б 
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Data NTN NTF Place in the set or subset 

IK=13, NA=2 
The first ten quantities of the ARG sub-set are the 
same as in the first case, the next: three ones are: 
average level spacing 
average reduced neutron width 
average radiation width 
FUN for one energy value 
energy 
average fission width 

b / Point-wise data 
Data NTN Possible NTF's 
total cross-section 1001 1 and 0 
elastic cross-section 1002 1 and 6 
fission cross-section 1018 1 and 6 
(11,7) cross-section 1102 1 and 6 

c / Standard data type assigments 
RFOD ENDF/B NTF 
name name 
458 1451 10 
459 1451 10 
4511 1451 10 
5152 2151 20 
5153 2151 20 
5155 2151 11 
1001 3001 1 
Ю02 3002 1 
1003 30C3 1 
1018 3018 1 
1102 3102 1 

Appendix D. 
A program for transforming SFGK file» into ASGII file and vice-versa 

In order to make an SFGK file transferable it is necessary to tiansform it 
into an ASCII file. This can be accomplished by a utility program TRANSF. Its 
only input the name of files in separate lines (enclosed into quotation marks). 
If the name of SFGK file (extension is SFG) is given first then this file will be 
transformed into an ASCJII file. If this is given second then the ASCII will be 
transformed into an SFGK filp. 

11 
12 
13 

1 
2 
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The issues of the KFKI preprint/report series are classified as follows: 

A. Particle and Nuclear Physics 
В General Relativity and Gravitation 
C. Cosmic Rays and Space Research 
D. Fusion and Plasma Physics 
E. Solid State Physics 
F. Semiconductor and Bubble Memory Physics and Technology 
G. Nuclear Reactor Physics and Technology 
H. Laboratory. Biomedical and Nuclear Reactor Electronics 
I. Mechanical, Precision Mecfianical and Nuclear Engineering 
J. Analytical and Physical Cnemistry 
K. Health Physics 
L Vibration Analysis. CAD, CAM 
M. Hardware and Software Development. Computer Applications, Programming 
N. Computer Design. CAMAC. Computer Controlled Measurements 

The complete series or issues discussing one or more of the subjects can be ordered; 
institutions are kindly requested to contact the KFKI Library, individuals the authors. 

Title and classification of the issues published this year: 

KFKI-1991-01/M A Ambrozy: Experience during applying the ORACLE 4GL system 
(in Hungarian) 

KFKM991-02/M S. Dibuz Wagner: A knowledge base for protocols 

KFKM991-03/G Gy Ezsol et al Adaptation of RELAF5/MOD2 code: Analysis of IAEA SPE 3 
(in Hungarian) 

KFKI-1991-04/Q Gy Ézsöletal: IAEA SPE 3. Valuation of measurement results (in Hungarian) 

KFKI-1991-05/G A Takács et al.: SM ABRE as the dynamical model of the primary circuit for 
the code KARATE (in Hungarian) 

KFKI-1991-06/A J Balog et a l : Locality problem for the Liouvflle field 

KFKI-1991-07/E N Éber et al.: Linear electromechanical effect in a polymeric ferroelectric liquid 
crystal 

KFKI-1991-08/C В Lukács: Prices and sunspols 

KFKI-1991-09/E M V Kozlovsky et al A chiral side chain polymer with layered structure 

KFKM991-10YG P. vértes: Calculation of transmission and other functional from evaluated 
data in ENDF format by means of personal computers 
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